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Abstract: This work, unforeseen systems are recreated for the 

blocking probabilities utilizing the channel task techniques like 

initially fit and arbitrary task strategies. Re-enactments are 

performed without converters for two cases in particular, NO 

CONV-FIRST FIT and NO CONV-UNIFORM and with 

converters haphazardly situated at hubs for two cases, for 

example, CONV-FIRST FIT-ALL, CONV-UNIFORM-ALL and 

with converters arbitrarily situated at centers past certain situation 

for two specific cases, CONV-FIRST FIT-SPEC and 

CONV-UNIFORM-SPEC. The presentations of every one of these 

strategies are contrasted and each other for an instance of 10 

channels and burden on the system is 5 Erlangs. 

 

Keywords: Blocking Probability, Wavelength converters, WDM 

Networks. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Optical systems have many access station and they are 

interconnected by an optical filaments systems. The line of 

optical fiber, there may be directing hub or switch. The 

inspiration driving access station is to change over data in 

electronic structures into optical structures and transmit it 

through the optical fiber. The entrance stations convert the 

coming data that is in the optical structure into electronic 

structure. Transmit the data from one point then onto next 

point the associations is worked with the optical fiber line. 

The entrance stations have limitation of trading the data just in 

the request for Giga bps. The optical fiber can transmit in the 

request for Tera bits every second. Suit this data transmission, 

the various channels or association is masterminded on the 

fiber. Each channel is designated wavelength to avoid the 

impedance of sign. Such frameworks are called as 

Wavelength Division Multiplexed (WDM) systems [1, 2]. 

The steering of the call can be modified subject to 

wavelength. That is to say, when a calls is allocated to a 

channels, the call ought to be constrained in a manner of 

speaking in to that solitary wavelength from source to goals.  
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Every sporadic hub, the wavelength ought to be same 

among in and out going sign. This is called as wavelength 

congruity requirement. Its evades utilization of another free 

wavelength then it limit the exhibitions of generally speaking 

systems, because of this explanation when call is being 

transmitted to joins from sources to goals, different 

connections can't be used for transmitting distinctive sign. 

This issue can be explained by changing over the wavelength 

of sign at the moderate hub into free wavelength in the 

following associations or connections. This strategy for 

changing over the wavelength of the sign with the assistance 

of wavelength converter is called as wavelength 

transformations [5, 6].  

There are 2 issues related with using wavelength 

converter at the hub. First issue, it is too expensive and second 

issue is bends in signal at every transformation. From this time 

forward number of converters to be introduced in the systems 

is as least as conceivable to at ideal regions. As notice above, 

purpose behind wavelength converter is to change over 

information wavelength λ1 into a yield wavelength λ2. Since 

the wavelength converter is presented in the moderate switch 

hub, a converter that can be acquainted with each channel or a 

bank of converter can be shared by each hub. Bank of 

converter shared by all channel at the hub is called as offer per 

hub. The converter can be of the sort opto-electronic and each 

optical converter. Opto-electronic sign converters incorporate 

time slack to flag and it require uncommon packaging to 

maintain a strategic distance from cross talks and furthermore 

eats up more power for changes. Thusly it's required to 

diminish the amount of converters and changes. That can be 

cultivated into 3 unique ways:-  

1. Converter with full range convertibility that can be 

presented at set number of hubs.  

2. Converter with full range convertibility that can be 

presented at all hubs.  

3. Converter with limited range convertibility that can be 

presented at all hubs.  

Mutilation in the sign is comparative with unique 

excellence in the wavelengths of the in and yield signal. The 

thing that matters is high, and the thing that matters is likewise 

high [3, 4]. Keep away from this; the transformation is doing 

just to the nearest open wavelength. That method is called as 

adjoining wavelength change and if the quantity of nearby 

transformation is constrained it's called as fractional 

transformation. Routings and Assignments of Wavelength 

(RAW) issue is a NP-complete issue [3, 4].Reason for RAW 

in WDM is to set up the whole conceivable light way from 

source to the goal hub and to 

dole out the wavelength.  
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That can be accomplished by unique RAW or static 

RAW. In a static RAW, all the light way of the system is 

called as fittingly. In powerful RAW, the light way demand 

show up progressively and arbitrarily. The light way is 

arrangement is just on demand. In the accompanying area, the 

scientific definition of shut probabilities is spread out.  

In Sect. 3, Simulation result is displayed for the instance 

of arbitrary assignments and first fit assignments strategy; 

with and without presenting the wavelength converter it's 

moreover talk about union of exhibitions of irregular 

assignments and first fit task technique finally end in Sect. 4. 

II. APPLIED SYSTEM MODEL 

The situation of wavelengths should be possible with the 

assistance of two approaches like: 

i. First fit method. 

ii. Random assignment method. 

In the underlying match task once a choice shows up a 

channel is named essentially based handiness of free channels 

However the name itself propose, beginning free channel is 

named to the call just in the event that underlying match task 

approach. On the off chance that the essential channel itself is 

free, at that point it is relegated to the choice once another 

choice lands in some interim that is littler sum than they 

consider holding time inside the underlying channel that is, if 

progressive choice lands before the highest point of the call 

holding time inside the underlying channel, that is, if 

progressive lands before the highest point of the call that is as 

of now blessing in starting channel, its delegated to the 

subsequent channel if there is an extra choice returning, if 

essential channel is free at the point, it will be selected to 

initially channel again and to not the third channel. This 

implies in beginning match philosophy, all the free channels 

at lower request square measure selected introductory 

depending on its handiness. This is an instance of no 

transformation of wavelengths. As and once a spic and span 

choice shows up, on the off chance that a channel is occupied, 

at that point next free channel is picked while not altering the 

wavelength of the sign. Another fundamental intention is the 

whole connection there in course from supply hub to the goal 

hub ought to be free and furthermore a similar wavelength is 

utilized from supply to goal for a choice to ask delegated on 

the off chance that it doesn't, at that point a channel that 

fulfills this condition is picked for choice task. In an arbitrary 

task system, a choice is appointed a channel randomly to any 

of the free channel, anyway the direct ought to be free in its 

whole way. The channel is picked haphazardly by suing the 

age of arbitrary numbers that pursues an institutionalized 

dispersion. At the point when progressive appropriation 

shows up again another irregular assortment is produced and 

furthermore the following channel is picked. At one reason all 

the channel are involved and furthermore the new choice may 

get hindered since arbitrary number produced are particular 

from each other there's low possibility that exceptionally same 

direct is picked thusly for task. Anyway such issue occurs, at 

that point the choice gets blocked. In related degree arbitrary 

task system, another irregular assortment is produced to 

accomplish for a subsequent likelihood all together that a free 

channel is additionally available. If there should arise an 

occurrence of transformation of wavelengths a choice is doled 

out however channel isn't free. The channel is likewise 

involved at the fifth hub in this manner introductory hub is 

free. Thusly a channel is additionally doled out to two calls 

simultaneously. Nonetheless on the off chance that there's 

related level of cover at bound hubs, at that point get into hub 

five is exposed to wavelength changes to another channel any 

place hubs when one fifth hubs are free. With this the total 

course of the principal channel turns out to be free. 

The computation of blocking probability can be achieved as 

follows: 

   

Where    : Blocking probability 

  : No of calls blocked 

  : No of calls provoked 

With the heap the blocking likelihood can be determined as: 

 
Where L     : No of loads 

           C     : No of channels 

   : Blocking probability  

III. THE SIMULATION RESULTS 

Three kinds of simulations are performed and the results are 

discussed in this section. The simulations are: 

1. Without converters. 

2. With converters but randomly positioned all over the 

nodes. 

3. With converters but converters randomly positioned at 

nodes beyond certain position. 

In the first simulation, there are no converters used. In 

second case, the converters are positioned randomly. The 

range of nodes include from start node to end node of the 

links. The converters can be positioned anywhere in the range 

randomly. In the third simulation, the converters are placed 

only at certain percentage of nodes towards the end at random 

locations in that range. For example, if there are 10 nodes, and 

if the percentage of converters chosen are 25% at the last 50% 

of the links, then converters are positioned randomly 

anywhere from 6 to 10 at 25% of the locations in that range 

and remaining locations are left free. The above three 

simulations are performed for both first fit assignment and 

uniform random assignment. 

Hence, the arrangements of all recreation cases are: 

i. Without converters – NOCONV-FIRSTFIT. 

ii. Without converters – NOCONV-UNIFORM. 

iii. With converters but randomly positioned all over the 

nodes - CONV-FIRSTFIT-ALL. 

iv. With converters but randomly positioned all over the 

nodes - 
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CONV-UNIFORM-ALL. 

v. With converters but randomly positioned at nodes 

beyond certain position-CONV FIRST FIT-SPEC. 

vi. With converters but randomly positioned at nodes 

beyond certain position -CONV-UNIFORM-SPEC 

The simulation conditions are: 

i. Number of channels in the network: 10 

ii. Number of links in the network: 20 

iii. Load on the network: 5 Erlangs 

iv. Total number of simulations: 1000 

 

 

Figure 1: Blocking probability of conversion and no 

conversion assignment methods first fit and uniform 

random assignments when 25% of converters are placed 

at 25% locations of blocking 

 

Fig. 1 shows the blocking probability of conversion and 

no conversion assignment methods first fit and uniform 

random assignments when 25% of converters are placed at 

25% locations of blocking. It can be observed that with the 

25% of the converters towards the end, the blocking 

probability drops significantly from 100% when no 

converters were installed to 28% when 25% of converters 

were randomly installed all over the positions. The blocking 

probability further drops to 9% when the same 25% of the 

converters were installed only towards the end. 

 

 
Figure 2: Blocking probability of conversion and no 

conversion assignment methods first fit and uniform 

random assignments when 25% of converters are placed 

at 50% locations of blocking 

Fig. 2 shows the blocking probability of conversion and 

no conversion assignment methods first fit and uniform 

random assignments when 25% of converters are placed at 

50% locations of blocking. That means the converters are 

placed at every alternate node on an average towards end of 

the links. It can be observed that the blocking probability 

further drops to 8% when the same 25% of the converters 

were installed only towards the end over a range of 50% 

towards the end of links. The drop in the blocking probability 

can be observed from node 11 to 20. 

Fig. 3 shows the blocking probability of conversion and 

no conversion assignment methods first fit and uniform 

random assignments when 25% of converters are placed at 

75% locations of blocking. It can be observed that the 

blocking probability further drops to 9% when the same 25% 

of the converters were installed only towards the end over a 

range of 75% towards the end of links. The drop in the 

blocking probability can be observed from node 6 to 20. The 

blocking probability has a range of 5% to 9% from node 6 to 

20. 

 
Figure 3: Blocking probability of conversion and no 

conversion assignment methods first fit and uniform 

random assignments when 25% of converters are placed 

at 75% locations of blocking 

 

 
Figure 4: Blocking probability of conversion and no 

conversion assignment methods first fit and uniform 

random assignments when 50% of converters are placed 

at 25% locations of blocking 
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Fig. 4 shows the blocking probability of conversion and 

no conversion assignment methods first fit and uniform 

random assignments when 50% of converters are placed at 

25% locations of blocking towards end. It can be observed 

that as the number of converters increased from 25% to 50% 

at 25% of the locations towards the end, the blocking 

probability drops significantly from 100% to just 2%. The 

same can be observed from positions 16 to 20, that is the in 

the last five nodes. This is the average blocking probability of 

nodes of all channels. 

 
Figure 5: Blocking probability of conversion and no 

conversion assignment methods first fit and uniform 

random assignments when 50% of converters are placed 

at 50% locations of blocking 

 

Fig. 5 shows the blocking probability of conversion and 

no conversion assignment methods first fit and uniform 

random assignments when 50% of converters are placed at 

50% locations of blocking towards end. It can be observed 

that as the number of converters increased from 25% to 50% 

at 50% of the locations towards the end, the blocking 

probability drops significantly from 100% to just 4%. 

 Similarly, Fig. 6 shows the blocking probability of 

conversion and no conversion assignment methods first fit 

and uniform random assignments when 50% of converters are 

placed at 75% locations of blocking towards end. It can be 

observed that as the number of converters increased from 

25% to 50% at 75% of the locations towards the end, the 

blocking probability drops significantly from 100% to just 

3%. The blocking probabilities are based on random number 

generation simulation and hence the number will change with 

each simulation and hence should be 

be treated as representative results. 

 
Figure 6: Blocking probability of conversion and no 

conversion assignment methods first fit and uniform 

random assignments when 50% of converters are placed 

at 75% locations of blocking 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this task simulations are done for the assessment of 

blocking probability for channel assignment methods like 

random assignment and first fit assignment methods, three 

different types of simulations are performed without 

converters, with converters having randomly placed and with 

converters randomly placed beyond certain position at the end 

of the channel. It can be seen from the results that when no 

converters were installed blocking probability reduces from 

100% to 28% when 25% of converters placed at 25% of 

blocking and then to 9% when placed towards the end. When 

25% of converters are placed randomly all over the position at 

25%, 50%and 75% locations of blocking towards the end of 

the channel the blocking probabilities reduces to 

9%,8%visualized from node 11 to 20 and 5% to 9% from 

node 6 to 20.similarly,when the number of the converters is 

increase  to 50%i.e 50% of converters are placed randomly all 

over the position at 25%, 50%and 75% locations of blocking 

towards the end of the link the blocking probability reduces to 

2% from node 12 to 20, 4% and 3% from node 6 to 20.It can 

be concluded that as the cost of the wavelength converters is 

high a compromise has to be made with the percentage 

utilization of converters and the placement of converters by 

choosing over a percentage range towards the end of the link. 
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